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Abstract
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This project attempts to answer the following questions:

• What is the best approach to cleaning differing substrates in order to achieve a uniform
result?
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Chapter 1:

IntroducƟon
1.1 General Background
The Fleisher Art Memorial Sanctuary dates from 1886 when it was designed and
built by the Įrm of Furness and Evans for the Church of the Evangelist in South Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The interior elevaƟons of the Sanctuary are composed of brick, sandstone,
limestone, and plaster on lath. The plaster surfaces are painted with trompe l’oiel murals
intended to mimic the stone coursing. The Sanctuary served the Church of the Evangelist
unƟl 1911 when the church closed. The building was leŌ vacant for 11 years unƟl Samuel
Fleisher purchased the property for use by his Graphic Sketch Club in 1922. The property
is currently owned by the Samuel Fleisher Art Memorial that hosts a variety of art classes
and events.
Exposure to burning candles, gas lighƟng, heaƟng systems, a leaking roof, and
city polluƟon have greatly soiled the interior surfaces of the Sanctuary. The soiling has
disrupted the aestheƟc of the south interior elevaƟon. Above a three foot brick base are
courses of stone in variegated colors. Above the stone is a beltcourse, followed byplaster
on lath painted to imitate the stone courses below. The original intenƟon for this wall was
to have a uniform look across the stone and plaster surfaces. Because stone and painted
plaster soil diīerently, the uniformity of the space has been lost. In order to restore the
original aestheƟc appearance of the space, the stone and plaster surfaces must be cleaned
in ways that will provide uniformity while being sensiƟve to the fragile surfaces.
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1.2 Aim of the Study
The thesis proposes to invesƟgate cleaning methods for the diīering material
surfaces (stone and plaster) that are intended to appear uniform, as is the case for the
south interior wall of the Fleisher Art Memorial Sanctuary in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
EīecƟveness of cleaning methods is evaluated based upon uniformity of appearance,
precision, and degree of damage to surface. Methods of measurement as well as damage
thresholds have been established.
This project aƩempts to answer the following quesƟons:
•

What is the best approach to cleaning diīering substrates in order
to achieve a uniform result?

•

What eīect do these techniques have on the substrates at the
microscopic level?

The eĸcacy and sensiƟvity of varying applicaƟons of the Sponge-Jet® cleaning system
as well as chemical sponges and peelable as well as water poulƟces are invesƟgated.

1.3 Methodology
Prior to applying any cleaning methods to the Sanctuary elevaƟon, a Įrm
understanding of substrate materials and their soiling was acquired. Samples were
examined microscopically and analyzed by X-Ray DiīracƟon (XRD) helped to determine
substrate characterisƟcs. Geologists were consulted in order to accurately determine the
types of stone being tested. Research on the composiƟon of sandstone as well as its
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typical paƩerns of deterioraƟon provided a beƩer understanding of the eīect soiling has
had on the stone and how the stone reacted to cleaning methods.
The following four cleaning techniques were tested and evaluated for eīecƟveness:
•

Chemical Sponges

•

Water PoulƟce

•

Arte Mundit®

•

Sponge-Jet® Surface PreparaƟon Technology

Each technique was tested across selected variables.
Measuring Surface Roughness on Stone1 was referenced for techniques of measuring
the eīects of abrasive cleaning on stone. In addiƟon, DeĮniƟons of Damage2 was consulted
to help qualify what consƟtutes damage. In order to assess cleaning methods, various
tests were performed on sample areas of the Sanctuary wall as well as on sample pieces
of stone. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), visual evaluaƟons, and tacƟle comparisons
were employed to evaluate the eīect of cleaning on the surface. Once an adequate
balance of eīecƟveness and least detriment to representaƟve surfaces was achieved,
cleaning methods and further tests were recommended for the various surfaces within
the Sanctuary.
(Endnotes)
1
Grissom, C. A. and A. E. Charola, and M.J. Wachoviak, “Measuring Surface Roughness on Stone,”
Studies in ConservaƟon 45, No. 2 (2000): 73-84.
2
Ashley-Smith, Jonathan, “DeĮniƟons of Damage”, When Conservator and CollecƟons Meet,
London: April 7-8, 1995.
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Chapter 2:

Historical Background
The Samuel S. Fleisher Art Memorial complex is located in the southeast region of
Philadelphia known as Bella Vista. It lies on Catharine Street between 7th and 8th Streets.
The dominant feature of the Fleisher Art Memorial façade is the Sanctuary building that
was built as the Church of the Evangelists in 1886. The surrounding neighborhood in the
late 19th century was comprised of markets, rowhouses, and a vocaƟonal school. The
church stood out among the smaller surrounding buildings and its presence was inŇuenƟal
as evidenced by names of neighboring streets, such as Evangelist Street (now Fulton
Street).
.

Figure 2.1: 1910 Įre insurance map of Catharine & 7th Streets
(source: G.W. Bromley Atlas, Athenaeum of Phila.)
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Designed by L.C. Baker and E.J. Dallet of the architectural Įrm of Furness & Evans,
the Sanctuary interior follows a basilica plan and has strong Italianate features. This design
was encouraged by Dr. Henry Percival, rector of the Church of the Evangelists. His travels
in Italy inspired his intenƟons for his Episcopal Church in Philadelphia. The original Church
of the Evangelists building (c. 1855) that occupied the site was a dilapidated building that
housed a waning congregaƟon.1 Dr. Percival, newly ordained, took it upon himself to
rescue the Church of the Evangelists with an inspired approach to church structures.
Speaking of the new church building in reference to Italian structures, Dr. Percival said
“It will have the same relaƟve proporƟons as the Cathedral, at Pisa, the square pillars will
be like those in St. Mark’s, Venice, and the Sanctuary shall be square as in the Cathedral
Orvieto.”2 The doors to the new Church of the Evangelists building opened March 24,
1886.3 The interior was accentuated by brick columns with stone capitals and murals
along the elevaƟons. The choir and apse areas were decorated with various marbles
handpicked by Dr. Percival and his assistant.4 The south interior wall contained the main
entrance from Catharine Street and was punctuated with a stained glass rose window
known as the Great Wheel Window.5 A variegated stone paƩern below the beltcourse
on the south wall was mimicked with painted plaster above beltcourse and above the
arches on the east and west elevaƟons. Most of these original features are extant in the
Sanctuary today.
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Figure 2.2: 1904 photo of the interior of the Church of the Evangelists (source: H. Percival,
Guidebook to the Church of the Evangelists)

With Dr. Percival’s reƟrement in 1897 and death in 1903, the congregaƟon began to
diminish. The surrounding area changed at this Ɵme as well. The market was demolished
to make way for housing and the focus of the neighborhood shiŌed from the church
to schools.6 Percival’s successor founded St. MarƟn’s School for boys in the building
immediately west of the Sanctuary. Eventually, the church was closed and the building
desacralized by the Episcopal Diocese of Philadelphia in 1911. Most movable objects
were removed from the sanctuary at the Ɵme, but almost all architectural features were
leŌ in place.
The Sanctuary sat vacant unƟl it was eventually acquired in 1922 by Samuel Fleisher
to serve as the home and inspiraƟon for his Graphic Sketch Club. Founded in 1898, the
Graphic Sketch Club was Fleisher’s brainchild that strived for social reform through the
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arts. Fleisher hoped that by providing free art classes to underprivileged boys in South
Philadelphia, they would have more opportuniƟes later in life.7 Prior to acquiring the
Sanctuary, the Graphic Sketch Club was Įrst based at 422 Bainbridge Street. It moved from
Bainbridge Street to 740 Catharine Street in 1906, and then relocated again in 1915 to the
St. MarƟn’s College building, which was aƩached to the Sanctuary. Needing more space,
Fleisher added the Sanctuary to the Graphic Sketch Club campus in 1922. The Sanctuary
served as a gallery and classroom for the Graphic Sketch Club. The seƫng supported
Fleisher’s idea that like religion, art could inform the student to be a responsible member
of society.
Fleisher commissioned new works of art to add to the Sanctuary space. He had
Violet Oakley design a reredos (1927) depicƟng the life of Moses and Samuel Yellin design
an iron gate (1934) to accentuate the entrance to the Sanctuary. Upon Fleisher’s death
in 1944, management of the Sanctuary fell under the administraƟon of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art. The Graphic Sketch Club became the Samuel S. Fleisher Art Memorial as
designated by Samuel Fleisher’s will.8 Under the direcƟon of the Philadelphia Museum of
Art, the art collecƟon within the Sanctuary grew to include contemporary art, parƟcularly
statues.9 Due to concerns with humidity controls, much of the collecƟon was removed
from the Sanctuary in the 1960s, though a few items remain, like the 14th Century German
CruciĮx above the rood- screen. Classes became the primary focus of the space when
most of the collecƟon was removed. AƩendance at the free classes increased over the
decades, requiring the Fleisher Art Memorial to increase the campus by purchasing
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neighboring rowhouses. Today, the Sanctuary serves as a mulƟ-funcƟonal space for the
non-proĮt Fleisher Art Memorial--- hosƟng art classes, events, criƟques, and exhibits.

Fleisher Art Memorial Sanctuary
Figure 2.3: 2010 Google Earth aerial of Catharine & 7th Streets.

(Endnotes)
1
Irene N. Zieget, History of Samuel S. Fleisher Art Memorial, 1886-1963. (Philadelphia: Fleisher Art
Memorial, 1963), 5.
2
Ibid, 7.
3
Ibid, 8.
4
Ibid, 10.
5
Ibid, 13.
6
Bromley, G.W., 1910 Philadelphia Atlas, Vol. 1 Plate No. 4. (Philadelphia: G.W. Bromley and Co.,
1910, Atenaeum of Philadelphia) <hƩp://www.philageohistory.org>.
7
Unknown. “Biography of Samuel S. Fleisher. Fleisher Art Memorial”. 2001-2009. <hƩp://www.
Ňeisher.org/about/Ň eisher-bio.php>. 21 Sept. 2009.
8
“History of the Sanctuary at the Fleisher Art Memorial,” (Fleisher Art Memorial, 2001), Accessed
04 April 2010. <hƩp://www.Ňeisher.org/about/sanctuary.php>.
9
Zieget, History of Samuel S. Fleisher Art Memorial, 28.
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Figure 2.4: 2010 Floor plan of Fleisher Sanctuary (source: University of Pennsylvania)
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Chapter 3:

Materials & Soiling
IntroducƟon
The area of focus for this study is the south interior elevaƟon within the Fleisher Art
Memorial Sanctuary. Centrally located in this elevaƟon are the entrance double doors,
measuring 1.32 m (4.33 Ō.) wide and 2.21 m (7.25 Ō.) high. This doorway was once
the main entrance to the Sanctuary when the building operated as the Church of the
Evangelists. The original wooden doors have been replaced with metal Įre doors. The
door surround is brick with a rectangular limestone overmantel. In regards to materials,
the south interior wall has a painted brick base which rises approximately 1 m (3 Ō.) from
the Ňoor level. Above the brick base are nine courses of stone in an alternaƟng light
and dark paƩern, of a white stone and a brownstone. These stone courses combine to
measure 2.06 m (6.75 Ō.) in height. The stones average about 40.6 cm (16 in.) in width
and have joints approximately 0.6 cm (0.25 in.) wide. Above the stone courses is a light
colored stone beltcourse. The beltcourse is 5.59 m (18.33 Ō.) wide and 46.7 (1.5 Ō.) cm
in height. Above the beltcourse and surrounding the rose window is plaster on lath. The
plaster is painted to mimic the variegated stone below. The plaster area measures 8.76 m
(28.75 Ō.) high and follows the gabled rooŇine. The stained glass rose window has a brick
surround. The window is not included in this study.
Overall, the condiƟon of the interior south elevaƟon is good. Holes and patches
are evident on the lower stone courses and are likely caused by the installaƟon of electrical
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equipment and inserƟon of hardware for hanging temporary objects. A large rectangular
concrete inĮll stands out on the east side of the stone courses on this elevaƟon. A 1904
guidebook photograph1 shows a rectangular plaque in this exact locaƟon, although it is
not known when the plaque was removed.
There is a crack in the plaster traveling diagonally downwards from the middle boƩom
of the rose window surround to the beltcourse. This may be the result of stresses induced
by the metal frame of the window. There is no evidence of cracking in the beltcourse, but
the crack appears to conƟnue on the top three stone courses. DiscoloraƟon and patching
in the plaster area are evidence that aƩempts have been made to repair the crack in the
past. The enƟre wall is heavily soiled with dark dust. Despite these obvious disconƟnuiƟes
in the surfaces of the wall, the wall is in good condiƟon. Most Ňaws are purely cosmeƟc
and do not aīect the stability of the structure.

Figure 3.1: 1904 & 2009 Comparison photos of the south interior elevaƟon
(source: H. Percival, Guidebook to the Church of the Evangelists & UPenn)
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3.1 Soiling
The surface soiling on the interior elevaƟons of the Sanctuary is typical of 19th century
urban churches. Soot from early years of candle use has contributed to the darkening of
the surfaces. The various heaƟng systems over the years may have also added to the
discoloraƟon of the walls, as has atmospheric polluƟon from a 20th century industrial
city.
The beltcourse appears to have a thin lime wash coaƟng, which may have been an
aƩempt to lighten the surface aŌer iniƟal soiling. There is evidence of rust staining on the
south elevaƟon stone, which likely results from hanging hardware for uƟliƟes and artwork.
A plaque that was originally part of the east side of the south elevaƟon has been removed
and inĮlled with concrete. The concrete has been scored and painted in an aƩempt to
blend with the stone courses, but has soiled darker than the neighboring surfaces.
In the past, the roof has leaked, which has caused streaking on the upper levels. An
aƩempt to patch the crack below the Great Wheel Window has resulted in discoloraƟon
of the plaster. Overall, the dominant soiling appearance is black streaking with a white
residue in areas.

3.2 CharacterizaƟon of the Stones
3.2.1. Microscopic examinaƟon
Both the white- and the browstone were examined under simple binocular
microscopes and, in thin secƟons, with a petrographic microscope. Scanning Electron
Microscopy was also used, but mainly for the brownstone, since, to evaluate the cleaning
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methods, a test sandstone, similar in appearance to the brownstone, was used. Thus, SEM
was mostly used to compare the surface morphology of the cleaned surfaces of the test
sandstone with the control areas to determine any changes induced by the procedure.

3.2.2 Ray DiīracƟon
X-Ray DiīracƟon (XRD) was performed on powdered samples of the white- and the
btownstone to idenƟfy the minerals present in them. Samples of both stones were taken
from the Sanctuary wall with a chisel, bagged and labeled. In the lab, a representaƟve
sample of each of the two stone types was ground into a Įne powder, then sieved using a
sieve stack with a 200 micron mesh. The parƟcles that passed through the 200 mesh were
collected for analysis via XRD.
In the paƩerns obtained, discussed in the next secƟon, both samples returned trace
amounts of gismondine, a silicate mineral found in Portland cement materials and could
be aƩributed to contaminaƟon from the mortar used. The obtained XRD paƩerns and the
raw data are presented in Appendix 1.1.

3.3 Types of Stone
The nine stone courses on the south elevaƟon alternate light and dark stones. It is
likely that they are from a local Pennsylvania quarry, as was the trend in building materials
at the Ɵme of construcƟon. However, there are no records indicaƟng from which quarries
these stones originated. Below are detailed descripƟons of the characterizaƟon of the
two stones.
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3.3.1. Brownstone
XRD analysis showed that the brownstone was composed of quartz, feldspars,
and mica. The feldspars present, in decreasing order of concentraƟon, were sanidine,
microcline, orthoclase and traces of hyalophane. The mica was phlogopite.
Visually, the brownstone is fairly smooth to the touch and comparable to 260-grit
sandpaper. It can be classiĮed on the Munsell® Color chart as dark gray (5YR 4/1).2 The
parƟcles are sub-rounded and vary in color, ranging from black to dark brown, and including
some white or transparent sand grains. Flecks of mica are evident both at the surface and
microscopic levels. The parƟcles are Ɵghtly packed and bound by a Įne matrix.

Figure 3.2: Micrograph of Sanctuary brownstone taken at 6.3x magniĮcaƟon on
stereoscope with right raking light at 30o angle. Note the overall dark grained stone, with
some white and transparent sand grains and the shiny specks of mica.
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Figure 3.3: Thin SecƟon #1, brown stone from Fleisher Art Memorial Sanctuary. Single
frame of part of slide taken at 5x magniĮcaƟon on with plane polarized light on a
petrographic microscope. Note the compact structure of the sandstone, the grains ranging
from subrounded to angular. Some are darker through the presence of iron oxides that
give the sandstone its color.

More micrographs of the Sanctury brownstone are presented in Appendix 1.2

3.3.2 White stone
XRD analysis showed that the white stone was mainly composed of calcite, with
some quartz and traces of iron oxide.
Visually, the white stone is similar in roughness to the brownstone. Its color is
comparable to Munsell® very pale brown (10YR 8/4)3, though in layman’s terms it appears
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to be a light creamy-yellow. It is Įne-grained and has rounded parƟcles varying in color
including transparent white, opaque white, yellow, and light brown. It appears to have a
very Įne calcite matrix, as conĮrmed when stained in thin secƟon. The micrographs also
show evidence of fossils and the presence of micriƟc parƟcles, i.e., with calcite grains less
than 10 ђm in size, so that this stone can be classiĮed as a limestone.

Figure 3.4: Micrograph of Sanctuary Limestone taken at 6.3x magniĮcaƟon on stereoscope
with right raking light at 30o angle. Note the homogenous texture. There are some grains
containing iron oxides, ranging from brown to pale yellow color.
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Figure 3.5: Thin secƟon Sancatuary limestone. Single frame of part of slide taken at 5x
magniĮcaƟon on with plane polarized light on a petrographic microscope. The leŌ side
has been stained for calcite. Note the presence of a fossil and that of some grains that
are micriƟc in nature.

Further micrographs of the limestone are presented in Appendix 1.3.

3.3.3 Test Sandstone
A sandstone, visually similar in appearance to the brownstone, henceforth referred
to as “test sandstone,” served as a means to carry out more sophisƟcated evaluaƟons of
the cleaning operaƟon that would not be possible the in-situ stones. The test sandstone
is from Thailand. It is very Įnely grained with rounded parƟcles.
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Figure 3.6: Micrograph of test sandstone taken at 4.0x magniĮcaƟon on stereoscope with
leŌ raking light at 30o angle.

Figure 3.7: Thin SecƟon of the test sandstone. Single frame of part of slide taken at
5x magniĮcaƟon on with plane polarized light on a petrographic microscope. Note the
small size of the quartz and feldspar parƟcles as compared to the brownstone of the
Sanctuary.
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Figure 3.8: SEM image of test brownstone taken at 100x magniĮcaƟon with secondary
electrons. Note the uniform grain size of the parƟcles can the dense matrix bonding them
together.

Figure 3.9: SEM image of test brownstone taken at 1000x magniĮcaƟon with secondary
electrons. Note the rounded sand grains and the Įne texture of the matrix bonding them
together.

Futher micrographs of the test sandstone are presented in Appendix 1.4.
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3.4 Painted Plaster
Above the beltcourse, the plaster is painted to imitate the stone courses below. The
“mortar joints” on the plaster are painted at regular intervals across the surface. The
“courses” meant to imitate limestone have yellowed signiĮcantly and no longer match
the hue of the actual limestone. Samples taken with a hammer and chisel reveal that the
plaster is composed of three disƟnct layers. The surface layer (layer 1) is white in color
and appears to be a lime-based plaster. The middle layer (layer 2) is tan and comprised
of Įne rounded parƟcles. The undercoat (layer 3) is grey and has similar parƟcle size and
shape to layer 2, but also contains horsehair as a binder.

Figure 3.10: Sample plaster layers from just above the beltcourse on the west side of the
south interior elevaƟon
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Preliminary Fourier Transform Infra Red (FTIR) spectroscopy was run on each of the
plaster layers from the south Sanctuary wall. In total, four layers were analyzed through
FTIR: (1) White plaster scratch coat; (2) Tan plaster middle layer; (3) Grey plaster base
coat; (4) Top brown coat, possibly a Įnish.
Sample 1, the white plaster scratch coat, showed the presence of gypsum and calcium
carbonate. Samples 2 and 3, the tan and the grey layers, respecƟvely, showed the presence
of calcite. Sample 4, the brown Įnish coat, did not provide conclusive results. While it
showed the presence of gypsum and calcite, these could possibly be contaminaƟon from
the other layers as the sample was scraped. No organic binder could be found in it, but
extracƟon with solvents of this layer would be needed to determine whether some organic
binder was used on the Įnish coat, or if it was simply a thick pure lime paint.
The larger parƟcles, such as quartz, were not included in the FTIR analysis. The
obtained FTIR paƩerns are shown in Figure 3.11 on the following page.
(Endnotes)
1.
Percival, Henry R. Guidebook to the Church of the Evangelists, Philadelphia. Philadelphia: Church
of the Evangelists, 1904.
2.
Munsell® Soil Color Charts. BalƟmore: Macbeth Division of Kollmorgen Instruments CorporaƟon,
1988.
3.
Ibid.

Figure 3.11: FTIR paƩerns obtained from each of the three plaster layers and the Įnish coat from south Sanctuary wall (Source:
Philadelphia Museum of Art)
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Chapter 4:

Cleaning Methods
IntroducƟon
A series of cleaning methods were selected for applicaƟon to both the stone and
plaster surfaces within the Sanctuary. Chemical sponges, a water poulƟce, Arte Mundit®,
and Sponge-Jet® Surface PreparaƟon were tested on all materials, i.e., the white stone,
the brownstone, and the plaster in situ, and evaluated for cleaning eīecƟveness. All
tests were carried out on the south wall of the Sanctuary. Upon visual evaluaƟon of the
results obtained with the chemical sponges, the water poulƟce, and the Arte Mundit®,
it was decided that these methods were not appropriate for use on these materials or
their soiling. Therefore, no further evaluaƟons were performed. From the preliminary
tests, the Sponge-Jet® Surface PreparaƟon appeared to provide the desired results and
therefore further tests and evaluaƟons of this method were performed to validate its
eīecƟveness. For a general map of cleaning tests locaƟons on the south elevaƟon of the
Sanctuary wall, see Appendix 2.1.

Cleaning Tests
4.1 Chemical Sponges
Chemical sponges are most commonly recommended for the removal of soot. In
certain cases, they can be recommended for painted surfaces, but the surface should be
smooth to allow for an even cleaning without removal of the paint. The sponges are made
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to absorb parƟculate maƩer and should be used dry. For a list of the supplies used for
Chemical Sponge applicaƟon, see the Appendix 2.2.

4.1.1 ApplicaƟon
Two types chemical sponges were tested at the Sanctuary for cleaning eīecƟveness—
the Talas Wishab Sponge and the Talas Dry-Cleaning Sponge. A square of masking tape
was applied to the stone surfaces to form a frame for two test areas---one for the Wishab
Sponge and the other for the Dry-Cleaning Sponge. Each of the test areas measured 7.5
x 7.5 cm2 (3 x 3 in.). Chemical Sponge Test area 1, for the Wishab Sponge, was located
about 30.5 cm (12 in.) west of the doors and straddled the third and fourth stone courses
up from the brick base. Chemical Sponge Test area 2, for the Dry-Cleaning Sponge, was
located about 30 cm (12 in.) west of the doors and straddled the fourth and ĮŌh stone
courses up from the brick base.
Similar to the preparaƟon of the stone surfaces, masking tape framed the two 15
cm (6 in.) x 20 cm (8 in.) test areas on the plaster surface---one for the Wishab sponge
and the other for the Dry-Cleaning sponge. Chemical sponge Test area 3, for the Wishab
Sponge, was located about 30.5 cm (12 in.) west of the doors and straddled the second
and third painted “courses” up from the beltcourse. Chemical sponge Test area 4, for the
Dry-Cleaning sponge was located about 30.5 cm (12 in.) west of the doors and straddled
the third and fourth painted “courses” up from the beltcourse. Dry chemical sponges were
rubbed on the test areas for approximately 1.5 minutes each. See Figure 4.1 for locaƟon
of the test areas on the south wall.
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Figure 4.1: Map of sponge cleaning tests on the south Sanctuary
wall

4.1.2 Results
One of the advantages of chemical sponge cleaning is that the process can be stopped
at any sign of detriment to the surface thus avoiding further damage.
On the stone surfaces, the sponges removed a minimal amount of soiling. Though
chemical sponges are a relaƟvely sensiƟve cleaning technique, it is diĸcult to maintain
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a consistent amount of pressure across areas during the rubbing process. The result is
therefore a non-uniform appearance on the surface as a whole, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Results of the tests with Dry-Cleaning (top) and Wishab Sponge (boƩom)
applicaƟon to both the white and brown stones.

For the case of the stones, at the rate required to avoid inducing damage, cleaning the
enƟre stone area of the south wall would take over Įve hours of rub Ɵme, not including
resƟng Ɵme and the risk of faƟgue for the worker. Since the result obtained was not
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opƟmum and the amount of Ɵme and eīort required to obtain only some soiling removal
from the stone secƟon of the wall was rather high, the method was not considered
appropriate for the cleaning of the stone surfaces at the Sanctuary.
For the plaster surface, only small diīerences in appearance could be noted, and as
had been feared, both the Wishab and the Dry-Cleaning sponge removed paint from the
plaster surface. Therefore, this method could not be recommended for this material. The
results from these preliminary tests are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Results from the preliminary tests using the Chemical Sponges cleaning process

Test # Surface Type
1
Brownstone/Limestone
2
Brownstone/Limestone
3
painted plaster

4

painted plaster

Sponge Type
Wishab Sponge

Rub Time
1.5 min.

Dry-Cleaning
Sponge
Wishab Sponge

1.5 min.

Dry-Cleaning
Sponge

1.5 min.

1.5 min.

Result
minimal soil
removal
minimal soil
removal
minimal soil
removal,
Ňaking paint
minimal soil
removal, Ňaking paint

4.2 Water PoulƟce
The poulƟce applied used coƩon linters as the support material while the acƟve
ingredient was a non-ionic detergent (Triton X-100) aqueous soluƟon. A list of suppliers
for the materials used in the preparaƟon of the water poulƟce is listed in the Appendix
2.3. Figure 4.3 shows the area where the tests were made.
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of the south wall of the Sancturay where the
test area for the poulƟce applicaƟon is marked.

4.2.1 ApplicaƟon
The poulƟce was prepared as follows:
• SpeciĮed amounts of coƩon linters and deionized water were measured.
• 1 liter of deionized water and 4 drops of Triton X-100 were combined in bucket.
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• The liquid mixture was added to the blender.
• CoƩon linters were added to liquid mixture and sƟrred.
• The combinaƟon of linters and liquid were blended unƟl thoroughly mixed.
• The mixture was returned to the bucket.
• 4 drops of Triton X-100 were added to another liter of water.
• The soluƟon was added to the coƩon/liquid combinaƟon in the bucket.
• The poulƟce was covered and allowed to sit for 36 hours.
Prior to applicaƟon, the poulƟce was strained through cheesecloth. The strained
poulƟce was then applied on a 7.5 x 7.5 cm2 (3 x 3 sq in) patch across the variegated stone
surfaces. It was also applied in a 6 x 6 cm2 (2.5 x 2.5 sq in) patch of the plaster surface
and a 5 x 5 cm2 (2 x 2 sq in) patch of the beltcourse. The poulƟce applicaƟons were then
covered with plasƟc wrap and sealed with draŌing tape (see Figure 4.4).
AŌer 24 hours, the plasƟc wrap was removed to allow the poulƟce to dry. AŌer
another 24 hours, the dried poulƟce was removed and the surface was scrubbed with
water and a soŌ bristle brush.
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Figure 4.4: PoulƟce applicaƟon on stone surfaces.

4.2.2 Results
The poulƟce did liƩle to remove soiling from either stone or plaster surfaces.
Furthermore, the poulƟce leŌ a ring of water on the laƩer surfaces as shown in Figure
4.5) . Though the poulƟce did not appear to leave a residue on the stone surface, it was
not eīecƟve in achieving the clean appearance. Consequently, this method was not
considered appropriate for cleaning the surfaces of the south wall of the Sanctuary.
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Figure 4.5: Water stain on plaster resulƟng from poulƟce applicaƟon

4.3 Arte Mundit®
“Arte Mundit® is an odourless dry cleansing paste for interior cleaning, to remove
polluƟon and dust from all kinds of supports.”1 It is a peelable latex poulƟce intended
to remove surface deposits. The latex has a neutral pH and contains a detergent. Arte
Mundit® has been a trusted cleaning method in the Įeld of architectural conservaƟon,
parƟcularly because there is no risk of staining from its applicaƟon. The Įrst applicaƟon
of Arte Mundit® on interior stone in the United States was on the Great Western Staircase
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at the New York State Capitol building (2005-2006).2

The Great Western Staircase is

composed of sandstone, somewhat similar to the brownstone at the Fleisher Sanctuary.
Arte Mundit® Type 1 was chosen as the test type for all sanctuary surfaces because of
the four types available, it contains virtually no ammonia and therefore requires no rinsing
aŌer peeling. It is a “modiĮed latex emulsion that is always used without an addiƟve.”3
Type 1 is the most gentle of the four types and is speciĮed for mild, non-industrial soiling.
The list of supplies used for the Arte Mundit® applicaƟon and the supplier is given in the
Appendix 2.4.

4.3.1 ApplicaƟon
To prepare the surface for Arte Mundit®, the test area was brushed to eliminate any
loose dust that might interfere with its adhesion. A rectangle of draŌing tape was applied
to the surface to mask the test area. The test area measured approximately 1.5 x 0.3 m (5
Ō. x 1 Ō.) and spanned part of the door cornice, the stone courses above the cornice, the
beltcourse, and the Įrst two painted “courses” on the plaster above the beltcourse (see
Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Diagram of the south wall of the Sanctuary marking the
area where the Arte Mundit was applied.

The prepared Arte Mundit® Type 1, which has a glue-like consistency, is ready to use
from the jar and requires no diluƟon. The paste was poured into a bowl, sƟrred, and then
brushed onto the surface with a syntheƟc paint brush. The speciĮed applicaƟon rate for
Arte Mundit® Type 1 is up to 3.0 kg/m² on textured surfaces.4 It was crucial to ensure
that there was a consistent applicaƟon of the paste across the surface so that the poulƟce
could be removed with one conƟnuous peel. The Arte Mundit® was allowed to cure for
24 hours prior to removal.
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4.3.2 Results
AŌer 24 hours of curing, the dried applicaƟon formed a conƟnuous Įlm that was
peeled oī in one solid piece. The peel was successful in removing a considerable amount
of dirt from the stone surfaces but the cleaning was not very uniform. Furthermore, it
also removed the paint layers from the plaster surface. Figure 4.7 shows the removal of
the product and the appearance of the cleaned areas.

Figure 4.7: Removal of the dry product (leŌ) and appearance of the cleaned stone secƟon
(right).

Because it takes approximately 2 minutes to apply for every square foot and at least
24 hours to cure, Arte Mundit® is not the most Ɵme eĸcient cleaning method for the
south wall. Instead of applicaƟon via paint brush, at the New York Capitol building the
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Arte Mundit® was applied via spray gun.5 The spray is more reliable for consistent coaƟng
and signiĮcantly cuts down on the Ɵme required for applicaƟon. Nonetheless, the results
obtained do not jusƟfy the use of this material for the cleaning of the soiling on these
stones.

4.4 Sponge-Jet® Method
Sponge-Jet® process works by propelling small parƟcles of a urethane sponge at
low pressure toward a speciĮed surface. This system blasts Ɵny sponge parƟcles toward
the soiled surface at a speciĮed pressure. When the sponge parƟcles make contact with
the surface, they trap contaminants and release them from the wall with liƩle dust and
minimal eīects on the substrate. A Sponge-Jet® Feed Unit is an air-driven system that
delivers the sponge media to the surface and allows the user to control pressure while
maintaining precision.
TM

Conventional Abrasive Bonded Into Sponge Media

1

Dual-component, Sponge
Media abrasives are
propelled to the surface
using an air-driven system

2

Upon impact Sponge Media
abrasives…
■ Absorb collision energy
■ Flatten and suppress the
release of loosened surface
contaminants
■ Expose its abrasives with little
abrasive fracturing and remove
contaminants

3

Sponge Media abrasives
entrap most of what would
normally have become
airborne dust

Figure 4.8: Diagram of Sponge-Jet® surface impact (source: www.spongejet.com)
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The feed unit model used for this project was the RASP Xtreme™. It is a compact,
light weight feed unit model especially useful for small projects and Ɵght spaces. Varying
types of sponge media can be used by the discreƟon of a trained operator. For this
project, Sponge Media™ for SensiƟve Substrates was recommended. See Appendix 2.5
for the literature describing these media and for a list of supplies used for Sponge-Jet®
applicaƟon.

Table 4.2: The recommended Sponge Jet media for sensiƟve surfaces

Sponge MediaTM Type
Blue Sponge Media
Green Sponge Media
White SPOCC Sponge Media

ProĮle
0 micron
<6 micron
<6 micron

Silver Aero-AloxTM 320 Sponge
Media
Silver 120 Sponge Media

<12 micron
±25 micron

Cleaning Agent
None
Very Mild
Spherical Precipitate of
Calcium Carbonate
320-Grit Aluminum
Oxide
120-Grit Aluminum
Oxide

Use of this media will result in liƩle to no residue because the sponge parƟcle captures
and absorbs contaminants upon impact, but it will sƟll eīecƟvely clean the surface. The
varying sponge media will allow for modiĮcaƟon in the cleaning process when dealing
with the diīering surfaces. This may help to maintain the desired uniform look across
surfaces. A tent system around the concentrated area is typically used to contain the
ricochet of sponge media. This helps to control the sponge parƟcles and dust and allows
for quick clean-up should the area need to be used soon aŌer cleaning. Sponge-Jet®
cleaning is faster than manual cleaning as it can clean as fast as 2 square feet per minute.6
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Also, the sponge media is recyclable and therefore creates liƩle waste. A Sponge-Jet®
recycler classiĮes and cleans the collected sponge parƟcles for reuse.
Overall, the pneumaƟc Sponge-Jet® system provides precise control of media with
limited overblast and liƩle dust accumulaƟon, and has minimized impact on both the
substrate and surrounding public acƟviƟes. It is faster than hand-tooling, captures
potenƟally harmful pollutants from the soiled surface, creates liƩle waste, and allows for
quick clean-up.7 The goals of the cleaning process should be to restore the appearance of
the surface to its original aestheƟc, remove contaminants from the surface, and to cause
as liƩle damage as possible to the historic stone and plaster surfaces.

4.4.1 ApplicaƟon
The scaīolding was assembled and enclosed with tarps secured by zip Ɵes. The
scaīolding surrounded the secƟon of the wall that was to be cleaned. The operators
blasted the stone wall beginning with the mildest form of Sponge Media™ (Blue), then
progressively increasing degree of detergent and abrasive grit with each sponge variable
(Green, SPOCC, Silver 320, and Silver 120). Overall, the varying medias were tested on
ten small areas, each measuring no larger than 30.482 cm (1 Ō.2). The test areas are
shown in Figure 4.8. On site, only the three soŌest methods were used, since they already
provided a good cleaning result. But all Įve sponge types were tested on samples of the
test sandstone, where one area was leŌ as control and the other was treated. These were
then used to evaluate the test by more sophisƟcated evaluaƟon tests described in the
next chapter.
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Figure 4.9: Diagram of south wall of the Sanctuary where the areas
cleaned with the Sponge Jet are marked.

The pressure vessel was cleared of all sponge parƟcles before switching to a new
media. Each media was blasted at varying angles, blast pressures, and dwell Ɵmes to
achieve the best potenƟal result (see Figure 4.10). All in-situ test surfaces were marked
with duct tape and labeled. On-site, each test area underwent visual and tacƟle evaluaƟon
by the machine operators to determine a preliminary best result. The best combinaƟon
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of variables for each Sponge Media™ was then selected for blasƟng pre-cut brownstone
samples. Overall, Įve brownstone samples were used to test the Įve types of media
and their designated variables. These blasted samples were taken to the laboratory for
further evaluaƟon.

Figure 4.10: Sponge blasƟng the stone beltcourse.

The plaster surface was blasted Įrst with the mildest form of Sponge Media™, the
Blue Sponge Media™. However, this removed some of the paint so the applicaƟon was
stopped and no further tesƟng was done on the painted plaster surface, Figure 4.11 on
the next page shows the slight damage that was inŇicted on the painted plaster.
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Fig. 4.11: Cleaning with the Blue Sponge Media of the painted plaster resulted in some
minor damage on the paint.

Key factors of the sponge jet process are media type, pressure, working distance,
angle, and dwell Ɵme. Table 4.3 gives the variables that are appropriate for tesƟng on the
surfaces to be cleaned at the Sanctuary south wall.
Table 4.3: Variables used for the preliminary tesƟng of the Sponge Media.

Sponge Media

TM

Blast
Type
Pressure

103 kPa
(15 psi)
69 kPa
Green Sponge Media
(10 psi)
White SPOCC Sponge 69 kPa
Media
(10 psi)
Silver Aero-Alox™ 320 69 kPa
Sponge Media
(10 psi)
Silver 120 Sponge
69 kPa
Media
(10 psi)
Blue Sponge Media

Media
Working
Feed
Angle
Distance
Pressure
207 kPa
15 cm
60°
(30 psi)
(6 in.)
207 kPa
15 cm
60°
(30 psi)
(6 in.)
207 kPa
15 cm
60°
(30 psi)
(6 in.)
207 kPa
15 cm
60°
(30 psi)
(6 in.)
207 kPa
15 cm
60°
(30 psi)
(6 in.)

Dwell Time
5 seconds
5 seconds
3 seconds
sample only
sample only
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The Blue Sponge Media™ at 69 kPa (10 psi) blast pressure (bp), 207 kPa (30 psi)
media feed pressure (mf), a 60° angle, and a 5 second dwell Ɵme appeared to remove the
most soiling without signiĮcantly opening the surface face. The resulƟng clean limestone
surface is brighter than the limestone cleaned with Arte Mundit®. On the brownstone,
the Blue Sponge Media™ appeared to remove the white chalky maƩer, revealing a darker
surface. With the Blue Sponge Media™ the tooling marks on the stone remained intact.
To the operators, the surface roughness felt most consistent from uncleaned to cleaned
surfaces with the Blue Sponge Media™.
The Green Sponge Media™ removed some rust staining from the test area, but
visually did not appear to remove as much of the black soiling as the Blue Sponge Media™
had removed. The 5 second dwell Ɵme appeared to slightly open the face of the surface.
It also popped some of the mortar out from the wall, but with any Sponge-Jet® treatment
it is recommended to avoid blasƟng the mortar because it is more delicate than the
surrounding stone surfaces. The mortar failure should not be used as an indicaƟon of
induced damage. The focus should be the stone surface in any Sponge-Jet® treatment.
The Green Sponge Media™ is the same urethane sponge as the Blue Sponge Media™, but
unlike the blue sponge, it contains a wollastonite abrasive. The abrasive packed sponge
parƟcles could be hiƫng the surface unevenly, which may result in uneven cleaning and/
or loss of surface parƟcles.
SPOCC Sponge Media™ was also tested on-site, but immediately appeared to
remove parƟcles of stone from the surface. The transiƟon from uncleaned to SPOCC
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cleaned surfaces was not consistent, as the cleaned surfaces felt rougher than the
uncleaned surfaces to the operators. Because SPOCC appeared to open the surface face,
the operators did not test Silver 320 Sponge Media or Silver 120 Sponge Media in-situ
as these would be even harsher on the surface than SPOCC. Figure 4.12 is an example
of results from prelimary Sponge-Jet® tesƟng. For a comprehensive list of images from
preliminary tesƟng, see Appendix 4.1.

Figure 4.11: Cleaning results of Blue Sponge MediaTM on beltcourse; leŌ = treated, right
= control.

4.5 Conclusions
Of the four methods tested, only the Sponge Jet method proved to be eīecƟve so
that it could be recommended for the cleaning of the stone surfaces of the south wall of
the Sanctuary. No method proved useful in cleaning the painted plaster. This can in part
be aƩributed to the sensiƟve nature of the material.
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Chapter 5:

EvaluaƟon of the Sponge-Jet® Method
5.1 IntroducƟon
By measuring the roughness of the stone before and aŌer cleaning, the mechanical
abrasion eīect of the cleaning process on the stone can be determined. Increased surface
roughness is one of the key indicators that the stone surface area has been changed as a
result of cleaning. This could reŇect a granular disintegraƟon at the surface level that would
make the stone more suscepƟble to soiling and water inĮltraƟon. In order to determine if a
cleaning technique changed the surface roughness, methods for measuring this parameter
appropriate for historic interiors had to be determined. Methods of measuring surface
roughness were weighted by their pracƟcality, cost-eīecƟveness, accuracy, and sensiƟvity
to historic materials. Considered methods included: ProĮlometry; TacƟle Comparison;
Microdrop Water AbsorpƟon and Capillary Water AbosrpƟon, Visual EvaluaƟon; and
OpƟcal and Scanning Electron Microscopy comparison Not all methods could be applied
on site, so laboratory evaluaƟon of a test sample had to be carried out to be able to use
more methods to evaluate the technique.
ProĮlometry is a methodology that was developed for measuring surface roughness
of metals.1 For this purpose, it uses a stylus that “traverses a line”2 to calculate the average
roughness of a surface. Depending upon the instrument gauge range, measurements can
be limited to only some degree of roughness. In addiƟon, the tool needs to be calibrated
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every 5 measurements or so to ensure consistency and accuracy. It is expensive and Ɵme
consuming. The method also has been used to measure surface roughness of stone.
However, because diīerent stones have diīerent textures, it is not possible to compare
the roughness measured for a marble to that of a sandstone. This is not the case for
metals, since they are more uniform. In fact, there is a standard clover-like metal disk
where each quarter has been abraded to a standard roughness and a hole in the center
to esƟmate the roughness of a sample. This cannot be done for stones, unless one had
a set to standards for each parƟcular type of stone. Because proĮlometry with stones
has its limitaƟons, it was not considered pracƟcal for the purpose of this project. TacƟle
evaluaƟon, however, can be simply done by comparison.
TacƟle comparison employs human percepƟon to measure surface roughness. From
studies carried out it was found that diīerences of 5 to 10 microns in roughness could
be idenƟĮed. This range is suĸcient to determine if damage has been induced to the
material, especially in the case of stones that are known to be uniformly smooth. As has
been stated in one of the studies “Touch is more reliable than visual evaluaƟon.”3 TacƟle
comparison is a pracƟcal, non-destrucƟve and cost-eīecƟve measurement of surface
roughness and was therefore used for the evaluaƟon of the cleaned samples. For the
evaluaƟon of the cleaned areas at the Sanctuary, as well as for abraded the test stone
samples, blind tests were carried out where a number of diīerent parƟcipants were asked
to feel the samples and note changes in texture across the untreated and treated areas.
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Microdrop water absorpƟon measures surface roughness by the amount of Ɵme it
takes for a droplet of water to be absorbed by the stone. The faster the absorpƟon, the
more open the stone surface. With this method of measurement, untreated stone serves
as the control. A droplet of water is placed on both the treated and untreated surface,
then absorpƟon Ɵmes are compared. This test is simple and inexpensive, but like the
proĮlometry technique, microdrop water absorpƟon has its limitaƟons. Once a certain
degree of roughness is reached, the diīerence in absorpƟon Ɵmes is nearly indiscernible.4
The main limitaƟon for microdrop absorpƟon tests is that is can only be performed on
horizontal surfaces and in an environment with stable temperature and relaƟve humidity.
However, capillary water absorpƟon with the RILEM test tube could be carried out insitu. For this purpose the Rilem tubes were Įxed to the surface with puƩy. One tube was
placed on the control surface, the other tube on the abraded surface. Once both tubes
were secure, they were Įlled from the top with water unƟl the meniscus reached the zero
gradaƟon mark. Water levels within each tube were noted at the 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and
60 minute marks of Ɵme elapse.
Visual evaluaƟon is appealing for measuring roughness on historic surfaces because it
is non-destrucƟve and requires no monetary eīorts. It is a good preliminary evaluaƟon of
cleaning performance, parƟcularly because it can be performed in-situ during the cleaning
process. If any obvious detriment to a surface is caused during cleaning, visual evaluaƟon
can indicate a halt to the cleaning technique is necessary. Visual evaluaƟon, however, is
not without its Ňaws. VariaƟons in color across surfaces can lead the human eye to misread
surface roughness. A clearing of foreign maƩer could be mistaken for stone loss. Visual
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evaluaƟon is most eīecƟve when coupled with other surface measurement techniques.
This method, being less reliable, needs to be paired with other methodologies.
OpƟcal microscopy was carried out in order to display and invesƟgate surface
roughness at the micron and sub-micron levels. The opƟcal microscope used visible light
at an angle to accentuate the changes in surface texture. By examining the stone samples
under the microscope, one can visualize changes in topography. Micrographs captured
the microscopic view and were analyzed both visually and digitally to quanƟfy surface
roughness.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was also used as it serves to characterize surface
texture of materials. SEM generates high resoluƟon, black and white images of the surface
morphology of the sample. This was used to evaluate the cleaning of the test sandstone.
To prepare the samples for SEM a 10 mm (0.40 in.) piece of each cleaned stone sample
was cut with a diamond wheel Dremel. The cut samples were labeled numbers 1 through
6 to idenƟfy cleaning treatments. The samples were dried, brushed with a soŌ bristle
brush, and blown with compressed air to remove any loose parƟcles from the surface.
Each sample was mounted on a stub. Carbon tape was applied to each stub, and then
the sample was pressed against the tape to form a bond. A conƟnuous line of conducƟve
adhesive was applied from the stone, along the carbon tape to the metal of the stub
to ensure conducƟon across surfaces. The mounted samples were then placed in the
spuƩer coater with a gold-plated target. The samples were coated with argon plasma. All
samples were examined at a 15 cm (6 in) working distance in the microscope.
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Figure 5.1: Applying conducƟve adhesive to mounted test sandstone samples in
preparaƟon for SEM.

5.2 In Situ EvaluaƟon
To evaluate the cleaning carried out on the south wall of the Sanctuary with the
Sponge Jet Method, only visual, tacƟle and water absorpƟon were carried out.

5.2.1 Visual EvaluaƟon
The preliminary assessment of the applied cleaning method was visual evaluaƟon.
Visual assessments were iniƟally performed with the naked eye in-situ, immediately
aŌer a surface had been blasted with Sponge MediaTM. The condiƟons used on site are
presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: List of variables for Sponge-Jet® in-situ tests. Each sample site straddled a brown and a white
stone on the sanctuary wall.

Sample Media Blast
#
Type Pressure

Media
Dwell
Feed
Angle Distance
Time
Pressure

1

Blue
103 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge
(15 psi) (30 psi)
Media

60°

20 cm
3
(8 in.) seconds

2

Blue
69 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge
(10 psi) (30 psi)
Media™

60°

15 cm
10
(6 in.) seconds

3

Blue 103 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge (15 psi) (30 psi)

60°

15 cm (
3
6 in.) seconds

4

Blue 103 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge (15 psi) (30 psi)

60°

15cm
(6 in.)

5

Green 69 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge (10 psi) (30 psi)

60°

15 cm
5
(6 in.) seconds

6

Green 69 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge (10 psi) (30 psi)

60°

15 cm
3
(6 in.) seconds

7

SPOCC 69 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge (10 psi) (30 psi)

60°

15 cm
3
(6 in.) seconds

8

SPOCC 138 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge (20 psi) (30 psi)

60°

15 cm
3
(6 in.) seconds

9

SPOCC
103 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge
(15 psi) (30 psi)
Media™

60°

15 cm
3
(6 in.) seconds

10

SPOCC 69 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge (10 psi) (30 psi)

60°

15 cm
5
(6 in.) seconds

11

SPOCC
103 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge
(15 psi) (30 psi)
Media™

60°

15 cm
3
(6 in.) seconds

5
seconds
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Each cleaning technique was visually scruƟnized and any changes in surface
appearance and depth were noted. When it appeared that the surface of the stone wall in
the Sanctuary was opening as a result of cleaning, the process was immediately stopped.
In the Įeld, the Blue Sponge Media™ provided the best results. Surfaces blasted with the
Blue Sponge Media™ at 103 kPa (15 psi) blast pressure appeared cleaner and brighter than
the untreated stone with liƩle to no detriment to the surface. With a 5 second dwell
Ɵme, the Blue Sponge Media™ did not open the surface face. To the naked eye, there
did not appear to be any loosened stone parƟcles or staining of the stone. The Green
Sponge Media™ provided similar results and was successful in removing some rust stains,
but required a shorter dwell Ɵme of 3 seconds. Although SPOCC did not cause signiĮcant
damage to the surface, it did loosen some grains from both the white and brown stones.
The least damaged condiƟons corresponded to 69 kPa (10 psi) blast pressure at 3 seconds.
Because the abrasives employed with Silver 320 Sponge Media™ and Silver 120 Sponge
Media™ are more aggressive than the calcium carbonate in SPOCC Sponge Media™, the
operators decided not to test the silver sponges in situ for fear of damaging the stone
surface.

5.2.2 TacƟle EvaluaƟon
Only those areas that visually did not show any signiĮcant roughness changes were
used for the tacƟle evaluaƟon. The media and condiƟons used for the best cleaning
selected for tacƟle evaluaƟon are presented in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: List of variables for Sponge-Jet® in-situ tests used for tacƟle evaluaƟon. Each sample site straddled
a brown and a white stone on the sanctuary wall.

Sample Media Blast
#
Type Pressure

Media
Feed
Angle
Pressure

Distance

Dwell
Time

1

Blue
103 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge
(15 psi) (30 psi)
Media

60°

20 cm
(8 in.)

5
seconds

2

Green
69 kPa 207 kPa
Sponge
(10 psi) (30 psi)
Media

60°

15 cm
(6 in.)

3
seconds

3

SPOCC

60°

15 cm

3

69 kPa 207 kPa

Once the sanctuary brownstone surfaces were blasted with the Sponge Media™,
tacƟle evaluaƟon was performed in order to assess surface roughness. Six evaluators were
asked to run a Įnger over the treated surfaces and rank them on a scale of 1 to 3, with
1 being the smoothest surface and 3 being the roughest surface. The Blue, Green, and
SPOCC Sponge Media ™ with variables that appeared to perform best aŌer visual analysis
were evaluated via in situ tacƟle comparison. The evaluaƟon ranked the roughness from 1
minimum to 3 maximum. The results obtained from the evaluators are presented on the
next page in Figure 5.2.

These results, aŌer passing the Q-test to ensure that no data had to be eliminated at
a 90% conĮdence level, and applying the Student t-test are given in Table 5.3.
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In Situ Tactile Evaluation

Rank

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

0

6

5

Evaluation Number

Blue Sponge Media

Green Sponge Media

SPOCC Sponge Media

Figure 5.2: Bar graph displaying results of in situ tacƟle tests. Overall, the Blue and Green
Sponge MediaTM compared equally across the six evaluaƟons.
Table 5.3: Results of in situ tacƟle evaluaƟon, where 1 represents the smoothest surface, and 3 the rougherst
one; t at 90%CL and 5 degrees of freedom = 1.48; and ђ = true value at 90% CL

Media
Type

Blue Sponge
Media™

Green Sponge
Media™

SPOCC Sponge
Media™

AVG:

1.67

1.67

2.67

Stand.
Dev.

0.82

0.82

0.52

True
value ђ

1.67 ± 2.21

1.67 ± 2.21

2.67 ± 3.01

Spread 3.88 – (– 0.43) 3.88 – (– 0.43)

5.68 – (–0.34)

The evaluators clearly felt that the surface treated with SPOCC Sponge Media™ was
the roughest of the three. Overall, they found no diīerence between the Blue and Green
Sponge Media™ surfaces. This is reŇected in the standard deviaƟon and in the spread of
data obtained from the t-test. For data and detailed calculaƟons, see Appendix 5.1.
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5.2.3 Capillary Water AbsorpƟon
By tesƟng water absorpƟon rates on the cleaned and uncleaned surfaces, one can
determine if the surface face has opened as a result of cleaning. Loss of surface parƟcles
may increase surface roughness, so an increase in water absorpƟon rate would be an
indicaƟon of parƟcle loss.5 Almost all cleaning methods will have some aīect on surface
permeability, but any signiĮcant increase in the iniƟal water rate may be considered
unacceptable because it could be detrimental to the surface. Increased water absorpƟon
is not as much of a concern for interior walls as it would be for walls exposed to the
elements, but it should sƟll be considered before conƟnuing with further treatments.
The test was carried out on only the Blue Sponge cleaned stone, as the results
obtained by the Green Sponge media were equivalent, according to both visual and tacƟle
evaluaƟon.

The test was Įrst performed on the brownstone and then repeated on the

limestone. The graphs obtained are shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.4, respecƟvely. For images
of the water absorpƟon process and tables detailing absorpƟon rates, see Appendix 5.2
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Figure 5.3: Rilem tube capillary water absorpƟon results for in situ tests on the control and
cleaned brownstone surfaces.

As shown in the above graph, the iniƟal water absorpƟon for cleaned and the
control surfaces is very similar, indicaƟng that the roughness of the surface was not
aīected. However, the total amount of water absorbed by the control area is signiĮcantly
less, showing that the hydrophobic oily soiling layer that had been eliminated served as a
water resistant Įlm and did not absorb as much water.
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Figure 5.4: Rilem tube capillary water absorpƟon results for in situ tests on control and
cleaned limestone.

In the case of the limestone, the iniƟal water absorpƟon for control and cleaned
surfaces starts to deviate aŌer 10 minutes, indicaƟng that this stone had been more
aīected by the abrasion —showing a faster water absorpƟon rate. This was also reŇected
in the higher total water absorpƟon of the cleaned surface.

5.3 Laboratory EvaluaƟon
For the laboratory evaluaƟon that consisted in comparison of tacƟle, opƟcal and
SEM evaluaƟon, a test sandstone was used.
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5.3.1 PreparaƟon of the Test sandstone
Five test sandstone samples were used for the evaluaƟon. The samples were cut
on a wet masonry saw (Felk Mason-Mite II) to measure approximately 0.5cm (¼ in.) thick,
15.2cm (6 in.) long and 7.6cm (3 in.) wide. Each sample was then sanded with 80 grit,
then 120 grit sandpaper to even the surface and achieve relaƟve uniformity across the
sample set. AŌer sanding, the samples were moistened and lightly brushed with a soŌ
bristle brush to remove any parƟcles of dust from the surface.
The top three Sponge-Jet® applicaƟons ranked during in situ evaluaƟons were
then selected for further analysis. Because there has been minimal research conducted
on the eīects of Sponge-Jet® to the substrate, the goal of the laboratory Sponge-Jet®
evaluaƟons was also to quanƟfy surface abrasion caused by the Sponge-Jet® cleaning
process. Therefore, the Silver 320 and Silver 120 Sponge Media™ were also included in
this tesƟng, and similar values where chosen to test them. These variables are presented
in Table 5.4.
Each of the Įve Sponge Media™ types was blasted on a sample piece of the test
sandstone. Approximately half of each test sandstone sample was leŌ unblasted to serve
as a control (see Figure 5.5).
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Table 5.4: List of variables for Sponge-Jet® test abrasion of brownstone samples. BlasƟng angle was kept
constant at 60o.

ParƟcle
Cleaning
Size
Agent
[ђm]

Sample #

Media
Type

1

Blue
Sponge
Media

0

None

103 kPa 207 kPa
3
15.2 cm (6 in.)
seconds
(30 psi)
(15 psi)

2

Green
Sponge
Media

<6

Very Mild

69 kPa 207 kPa
3
15.2 cm (6 in.)
seconds
(30 psi)
(10 psi)

3

SPOCC
Sponge
Media

<6

Spherical 69 kPa
207 kPa
3
15.2 cm (6 in.)
ppt.
seconds
(30 psi)
Calcium (10 psi)

4

Silver
320
Sponge
Media

<12

320-Grit

5

Silver
120
Sponge
Media

±25

120-Grit

Blast

Media
Feed

Distance

Dwell
Ɵme

69 kPa 207 kPa
3
15.2 cm (6 in.)
seconds
(30 psi)
(10 psi)
138 kPa 207 kPa
3
15.2 cm (6 in.)
seconds
(30 psi)
(20 psi)
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Figure 5.5: One of the test sandstone samples LeŌ side = control. Right side = cleaned with
Sponge Media™

5.3.2 TacƟle EvaluaƟon
The Įve samples were Įrst subjected to tacƟle tests. Thirty-one parƟcipants were
asked to evaluate the change in surface roughness from the unblasted to blasted areas
on each of the Įve samples. The sample stones were placed in front of the evaluators
in random order with the control area toward the top of the face of the sample and the
blasted area toward the boƩom of the face of the sample. Evaluators were told to use
their Įngers and feel the surface of each sample stone. They were then asked to rank the
samples by consistency of texture. The most consistent sample felt to have the smallest
change in texture and the smoothest transiƟon from the unblasted to blasted area. The
least consistent sample felt to have the greatest change in texture and the roughest
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transiƟon from the unblasted to blasted area. Each evaluator ranked the samples from 1
to 5, with 1 being the most consistent and 5 being the least consistent. Evaluators were
given Įve bits of paper on which the numbers 1 through 5 were wriƩen. In order to avoid
any confusion, the evaluators were asked to place the corresponding paper on the stone
sample of the same rank. It was stressed to all evaluators not to compare one sample’s
blasted roughness to another, but to compare the change in texture from the unblasted
to blasted areas on each individual sample. AŌer all thirty-one evaluators completed their
assessment, the rankings for each sample stone were averaged to determine which blast
technique had the least eīect on the stone surface.
The results obtained from the tacƟle evaluaƟons on the Įve blasted brownstone
are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Bar graph displaying results of laboratory tacƟle tests. The silver sponges
ranked most consistently, whereas there was liƩle diīerenƟaƟon between the evaluaƟon
of the blue and green sponges.
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The results, once processed with the Q-test to ensure that no data had to be
eliminated at a 90% conĮdence level, and applying the Student t-test, are given in Table
5.5 below.
To those surveyed, Blue and Green Sponge Media™ felt to have a smooth transiƟon
from the control to the abraded areas and this is conĮrmed with the staƟsƟcal treatment
of the obtained data, where both media rank in the same order and with a similar spread.
The other three Sponge Media™ types were more deĮnitely more abrasive, with a clear
increase of aggressiveness progressing from the SPOCC Media to the Silver 120 Sponge
Media™. The laƩer really showed the greatest change in consistency across surfaces. For
all data of the laboratory tacƟle evaluaƟon, see Appendix 5.3.

Table 5.5 : Results of in situ tacƟle evaluaƟon, where 1 represents the most consistent feel across surfaces,
and 5 the least consistent feel across surfaces; t at 90%CL and 30 degrees of freedom = 1.31; and ђ = true
value at 90% CL

Media
Type

Blue
Sponge
Media™

Green
Sponge
Media™

SPOCC
Sponge
Media™

Silver 320 Silver 120
Sponge
Sponge
Media™ Media™

AVG:

1.94

1.97

2.52

3.65

4.94

Stand.
Dev.

0.83

0.74

1.35

0.42

0.06

True
value ђ

1.9 ± 2.2

2.0 ± 2.2

2.5 ± 2.8

3.6 ± 3.8

4.9 ± 5.0

Spread 4.1 – (-0.3) 4.2 – (-0.2) 5.3 – (-0.3) 7.4 – (-0.2) 9.9- (-0.1)
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5.3.3 OpƟcal Stereoscope Imaging
Micrographs of the test sandstone samples were obtained using a Nikon DSFi1 camera aƩached to a Leica MZ 16 stereoscope. These images were taken at 2x
magniĮcaƟon, with right raking light at 30º angle and included both the control and the
abraded area. A line has been drawn in the photograph to separate the two areas, with
the abraded area on the leŌ and the control on the right. Figures 5.7 through 5.11 show
the images for samples 1 to 5.

Figure 5.7: Test sandstone #1. LeŌ: control. Right: treated with Blue Sponge Media™.
There is liƩle visual diīerence between the two areas.
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Figure 5.8: Test sandstone # 2. LeŌ: control. Right: cleaned with Green Sponge Media™
(<6 micron proĮle with a very mild cleaning agent).

Figure 5.9: Test sandstone # 3. LeŌ: control. Right: cleaned with SPOCC Sponge Media™
(<6 micron proĮle with spherical precipitate of calcium carbonate abrasive). A slight
diīerence is evident with a higher roughness apparent in the cleaned area.
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Figure 5.10: Test sandstone # 4. LeŌ: control. Right: cleaned with Silver 320 Sponge
Media™ (<12 micron proĮle with 320 grit aluminum oxide abrasive). The diīerence
is more apparent for this sample where the control is clearly smoother as reŇected by
having less shadows between the grains.

Figure 5.11: Test sandstone #5. LeŌ: control. Right: : cleaned with Silver 120 Sponge
Media™ (~25 micron proĮle with 120 grit aluminum oxide abrasive). The diīerence is
more apparent showing an increased roughness for the cleaned area.
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Visual comparison of the pictures shows that there is liƩle change in the surface
for the milder abrasives, Blue sponge and Green Sponge Media™. Diīerences become
increasingly visible for the SPOCC, Silver 320 and Silver 120 Sponge Media™. This reŇects
the results obtained from the tacƟle test.
However, as visual comparison can also be subjecƟve, it was aƩempted to Įnd a
method to objecƟvely quanƟfy the diīerences observed. For this purpose, the images
of both treated and control surfaces on each test sandstone sample were converted to a
black and white pixilated image. The resulƟng “black” in the image was assumed to be
an area of greater depth on the surface and an indicaƟon of increased surface roughness.
The number of black pixels in each of the treated half images was quanƟĮed. This number
was compared to the total number of pixels in the treated half of the image and the
percentage of black pixels to total number of pixels was derived. The same was done for
images of the untreated half of test sandstone.
To check on the reproducibility of this method, the test was repeated twice more.
For the second test, the areas of each treated stone that appeared to be most abraded
were compared to areas of that stone’s control that appeared to be rougher. The third
test did the same, but for the least abraded areas. The resulƟng calculaƟons are listed in
Table 5.5 and presented graphically in Figure 5.12.
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Table 5.6: QuanƟĮcaƟon (via pixel measurement) of surface roughness evident in stereoscope images of
test sandstone samples.

Total Area

Most Abraded
Area

Least Abraded
Area

Media
Control Abraded Control Abraded Control Abraded
Type

Blue
Sponge 3.10%
Media™

6.82%

4.85%

24.24%

3.03%

4.13%

Green
Sponge 17.09% 19.41% 19.83% 22.67% 11.27% 11.95%
Media™
SPOCC
Sponge 19.81% 33.37% 20.94% 35.43% 16.06% 26.82%
Media™
Silver
320
17.69% 25.95% 21.45% 25.97% 14.50% 16.63%
Sponge
Media™
Silver
120
17.94% 28.00% 26.10% 33.41% 15.30% 24.00%
Sponge
Media™
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Data Range for Pixel Count
40%
35%
30%

Control Total Area

25%

Total Area
Control Most Abraded

20%

Most Abraded
15%

Control Least Abraded
Least Abraded

10%
5%
0%

Blue

Green

SPOCC

Silver 320

Silver 120

Figure 5.12: Percentage of pixels for the three comparaƟve evaluaƟons. For each abrasive media, the Įrst
two bars correspond to the control and abraded area for the total picture; the second two bars correspond
to he most abraded areas; and, the third two bars correspond to the leas abraded areas

The Įrst observaƟon that can be made is that four of the test sandstones had
similar surface roughness (samples 2 to 5 corresponding to the abrasions with Green
Sponge Media™ through to the Silver 120 Sponge Media™). The sample that was used for
tesƟng with the Blue Sponge Media™ was the smoothest of all, as can be seen by the low
values of the control areas.
The analysis carried out, showed that only for the case of the Blue Sponge
Media™, there is a signiĮcant diīerence between the control and the abraded area, and
this occurred only for the more abraded area. In view that this diīerence is not reŇected
in the analysis of the total area, it implies that this may be either a preexisƟng irregularity
of the stone, or a minor rougher area resulƟng from the applicaƟon, and in any case not
signiĮcant.
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The Green Sponge Media™ appears to have performed best because it caused
the least amount of change to the surface roughness, however, it cannot be said that it
performed beƩer than the Blue Sponge Media™ because of the diīerences in the original
surface roughness of the stones.
What is clear from this analysis is that the SPOCC Sponge Media™, the Silver 320
Sponge Media™, and the Silver 120 Sponge Media™ all were more aggressive, with the
SPOCC Sponge Media™ being probably the most aggressive at the applied condiƟons.

5.3.4 SEM Imaging
For a more detailed analysis of the eīects of Sponge-Jet® on the test sandstone
samples, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was employed. SEM was used to evaluate
the change in topography of the Sponge-Jet® cleaned test sandstone samples. An uncleaned
sample served as the control surface for SEM. Photomicrographs were obtained both with
secondary electrons (SE) and back scaƩered electrons (BSE). There is not much diīerence
between them, so the BSE photomicrographs are included in the Appendix. Diīerent
magniĮcaƟons were used to compare the control area with the abraded area. Figure 5.13
shows a comparison at 100x of the control sample and the Įve areas abraded with the
diīerent Sponge Media™ while Figure 5.14 shows it at 1000x magniĮcaƟon.

Figure 5.13: SEM micrograph of control (upper leŌ) , and Sponge-Jet® abraded samples: Blue sponge (upper center); Green Sponge (upper right);
SPOCC (lower leŌ); Silver 320 (lower center) and Silver 120 (lower right) at 100x magniĮcaƟon using secondary electrons.
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Figure 5.14: SEM micrograph of control (upper leŌ) , and Sponge-Jet® abraded samples: Blue sponge (upper center); Green Sponge (upper right);
SPOCC (lower leŌ); Silver 320 (lower center) and Silver 120 (lower right) at 1000x magniĮcaƟon using secondary electrons.
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The lower magniĮcaƟon photomicrographs show that there is a slight roughness
increase, as compared from the control, for the Blue Sponge Media™, and slightly more,
for the Green Sponge Media™. These slight diīerences were not reŇected in either visual
or tacƟle evaluaƟon. On the other hand, the SPOCC, Silver 320 and Silver 120, do not
appear to produce a higher roughness. However, examinaƟon at 1000x serves to clearly
show that the Silver 120 actually abraded oī much of the bonding matrix between the
grains. The SPOCC and the Silver 320, however, do not show too much of a diīerence,
which is consistent with the digitally assisted visual evaluaƟon.
In conclusion, it can be stated that the Sponge Jet method has proved the most
promising for cleaning the stones at the Sanctuary. Because of the mulƟple variables that
can be changed, media type, pressure and dwell Ɵme, it is the best suited for the cleaning
of historic masonry.
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Chapter 6:

Conclusions & RecommendaƟons
The tests and the studies carried out on the stones and plaster of the south wall
of the Fleisher Art Memorial Sanctuary have served to obtain a beƩer insight into the
materials and the problems presented during their cleaning.
The plaster has a painted Įnish that is extremely suscepƟble to damage, no cleaning
technique tested during this study proved appropriated for cleaning it. Every single method
removed paint from the surface, rendering the method unacceptable. It is recommended
that the material be further characterized to beƩer understand the consƟtuƟng materials.
Cross-secƟon and thin-secƟon analysis would help to determine if the paint layers are
original and allow to ascertain the composiƟon of the varying plaster layers which may
inform about the bond between paint and plaster. Further FTIR studies by extracƟng
possible binders from the paint surface would allow determining if there are any solvents
that could be used for cleaning it.
The two stones used in the alternate courses of the lower part of the wall, are a
brownstone proper, i.e., sandstone, and a limestone. Of the four cleaning techniques
tested in situ, three of them proved not to be eīecƟve in obtaining a result that jusƟĮed
the Ɵme and eīort required. Only the Sponge Jet proved to have the potenƟal of being
able to clean both stones.
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To select the best condiƟons for applying this method in situ, preliminary tests were
carried out where pressure and or dwell Ɵme were varied for three of the mildest abrasives
available. These are the Blue, Green and the SPOCC Sponge Media™. The Įrst two (Blue
and Green Sponge Media™) visibly removed the dark coaƟng and white streaks from the
stone without causing detriment to the stone. In this case, “detriment” was determined to
imply a change in appearance to the naked eye and obvious change in surface roughness
when felt. Water absorpƟon conĮrmed that roughness was not signiĮcantly changed but
that the soiling layer had been eliminated, at least in part. On the other hand, visual and
tacƟle evaluaƟon conĮrmed that the SPOCC increased the surface roughness of the stone
surface.
To evaluate the potenƟal damage that could be inŇicted by this abrasive method,
and considering that there have been few, if any, studies evaluaƟng this method, a more
thorough tesƟng was carried out, including other two abrasive systems, Silver 320 and Silver
120 Sponge Media. For this purpose a test sandstone of Įner grain than the brownstone
of the Sanctuary was used to carry out a more thorough evaluaƟon. This included, apart
from tacƟle evaluaƟon, photomicrogaph comparisons, both visually and digitally, for
quanƟĮcaƟon of the induced changes, and SEM comparison at diīerent magniĮcaƟons.
The results obtained conĮrmed that visual and tacƟle evaluaƟon are reliable
methods for esƟmaƟng changes in roughness. Pixel counts in the digital photomicrographs
obtained with slanƟng light, proved to be a fairly straighƞorward method for quanƟfying
the changes induced to the surface by abrasion, in comparison with a control. The results
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obtained conĮrmed those obtained in situ. The Blue and Green Sponge Media produced
similar results under the applied condiƟons. Meanwhile the SPOCC produced a rougher
surface that was nearly as rough as that obtained with the most abrasive system, the
Silver 120 Sponge Media.
SEM at low magniĮcaƟon (100x) did not produce any beƩer results than those
obtained by an opƟcal microscope, but at higher magniĮcaƟons (1000x) allowed to
determine how much the binder between the grains was being blasted away. From these,
it is clear that Silver 120 Sponge Media is signiĮcantly more abrasive than the Silver 320
or the SPOCC Sponge Media. But it also is evident that even the Blue and Green Sponge
Media induce some changes in the texture of the stone.
If the stone elements in the south elevaƟon and other walls within the Sanctuary
are to be cleaned, the following condiƟons, listed in Table 6.1, are recommended. Dwell
Ɵmes need to be adjusted as the method is applied. Cleaning by abrasion requires that
the operator be aƩenƟve to the progress of the cleaning. Soiling is not uniform, therefore
the cleaning methodology cannot be applied mechanically. Only a skilled, sensiƟve, and
aƩenƟve operator should be allowed to use this method, for otherwise, damage can be
inŇicted upon the substrate.
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Table 6.1: Recommended Sponge-Jet® variables for cleaning of the stone surfaces on the south Sanctuary
wall.

Feed
Unit

MediaType

Blast MediaFeed
Pressure Pressure

RASP
Xtreme™

BlueSponge
Media™

69kPa
(10psi)

207kPa
(30psi)

60°

15cm
(6in.)

RASP GreenSponge 69kPa
Xtreme™
Media™
(10psi)

207kPa
(30psi)

60°

15cm
(6in.)

Angle

Working
Distance

Cleaning the surfaces will restore the original intended aestheƟc for the Sacntuary
space and brighten a room that suīers from a lack of adequate lighƟng. However, it is
important to consider that the stone and plaster surfaces were originally intended to look
uniform, so that while a soluƟon has been found to address the stone, an appropriate
method to deal with the painted plaster surfaces has to be determined. If cleaning
cannot be applied safely, the historic approach of applying a new paint layer should be
considered.
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XRD PaƩerns returned from analysis of powdered Sanctuary brownstone sample. The lower paƩern shows the matched peaks
when comparing the Sanctuary brownstone and a known quartz paƩern (source: Philadelphia Museum of Art).

Appendix 1.1 - XRD Data
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1.1 - XRD Data

XRD PaƩerns returned from analysis of powdered Sanctuary limestone sample. The lower paƩern shows the matched peaks
when comparing the Sanctuary limestone and a known calcite paƩern (source: Philadelphia Museum of Art).
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Appendix 1.2 - Sanctuary Brownstone Micrographs

Micrograph of Sanctuary brownstone taken at 3.2x magniĮcaƟon on stereoscope with
right raking light at 30o angle.

Thin SecƟon #1, brown stone from Fleisher Art Memorial Sanctuary. SƟtched frames
of slide taken at 5x magniĮcaƟon on with plane polarized light on a petrographic
microscope..
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Appendix 1.3 - Test Sandstone Micrographs

Micrograph of Sanctuary lmestone taken at 3.2x magniĮcaƟon on stereoscope with right
raking light at 30o angle.

Thin SecƟon #2, limestone from Fleisher Art Memorial Sanctuary.
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Appendix 1.4 - Sanctuary Limestone Micrographs

SEM image of test brownstone taken at 100x magniĮcaƟon with back-scaƩered
electrons.

SEM image of test brownstone taken at 1000x magniĮcaƟon with back-scaƩered
electrons.
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Figure 4.1.10: Map of cleaning tests on the south elevaƟon of the Sanctuary wall
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Appendix 2.1 - LocaƟons of In Situ Test Cleaning
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Appendix 2.2 - Chemical Sponge Supply List
List of Supplies for Chemical Sponge Cleaning Tests
• 1 Talas Wishab Sponge
• 1 Talas Dry-Cleaning Sponge (Dirt-Eraser)
• Masking tape
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Appendix 2.3 - Water PoulƟce Supply List
List of Supplies for Water PoulƟce Tests
• 67.2 grams coƩon linters
• 2 liters deionized water
• 8 drops Triton X-100 detergent C14H22O(C2H4O)n
• kitchen blender
• bucket
• pipeƩe
• sƟrring rod
• weighing boat
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Appendix 2.4 -

Arte Mundit® Supply List

List of Supplies for Arte Mundit ® Test
• Arte Mundit® Peeling Agent Type 1 (Art. No. 225091)
• SyntheƟc 2 ” paint brush
• Masking tape
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Appendix 2.4 -
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Sponge-Jet® Literature

Sponge-Jet® Feed UnitTM
from Sponge-Jet
to the Industry

for Remote Area Surface Profiling

High-quality Abrasive Blasting in Remote and Confined
Spaces with Greater Efficiency, Production and Mobility
™

RASP Xtreme

For remote area surface profiling

Go to the Xtreme to protect your assets from corrosion brought on
by sub-standard surface preparation in confined spaces - or areas
formerly prohibited from blasting. This new system is unlike
any other conventional pressure vessels or Sponge-Jet
Feed UnitsTM:
LIGHT AND COMPACT:

- Fits easily through man-way holes 61cm(24in) diameter
- Weighs less than 59kg(130lb)
HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE:

- Capable of full pressure blasting at 8bar(120 psi) with up
to a #10 nozzle
- Uses a pneumatic, auger-based system for precise control
of media concentration at low pressures
- Holds up to 37L(1.3cu.ft) of Sponge MediaTM
- 11/4 in piping with 2in Regulator to assure adequate
air flow without restriction
EASY HANDLING & OPERATING:

- Integrated lifting eyes and hand truck frame for ease
of mobility
- Top facing controls and gauges regulate media feed and
blast pressure
OPERATING RANGE: Smooth Sponge Media flow with

nozzle pressure from .1bar(2psi) to 8bar(120psi)
REQUIREMENTS: Minimum 2bar(30psi) to power the

auger system
Height - 119cm (47in) / Width - 59cm (23in)

USABLE MEDIA: Silver Sponge Media , Red Sponge

Length - 56cm (22in) / Weight - 58kg (127lb)

MediaTM, White Sponge MediaTM, Green Sponge MediaTM and
Blue Sponge MediaTM products

©2007 Sponge-Jet,Inc. All rights reserved. RASP Xtreme Sellsheet.qxd

TM

To learn more visit Sponge-Jet,Inc. at www.spongejet.com;
call 603-610-7950 or in Europe call +44-1253-390731

RASP Xtreme data sheet. The RASP Xtreme feed unit was employed for all Sponge-Jet ® tests
executed for this project. (source: www.sponge-jet.com)
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Sponge-Jet® Literature
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DescripƟon of the types of Sponge Media ™ recommended for sensaƟve substrates. From this
list, the Blue, Green, SPOCC, Silver 320, and Silver 120 Sponge Media ™ were used for this project.
(source: www.sponge-jet.com)

Appendix 2.4 -

Sponge-Jet® Literature

List of Supplies for Sponge-Jet® Cleaning Tests
• RASP Xtreme™ Feed Unit and speciĮed hoses
• Sponge Media™ (Blue, Green, SPOCC, Silver 320, Silver 120)
• Duct Tape
• Ear and eye protecƟon
• Scaīolding
• Dust pan and broom
• Tarps
• Zip Ɵes
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Appendix 4.1 - Sponge-Jet® Preliminary TesƟng Images
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Image of Sponge-Jet® test site #1 - Blue Sponge Media ™ 15psi BP, 30psi MF, 3sec DT, 8” WD

Image of Sponge-Jet® test site #3 - Blue Sponge Media™ 15psi BP, 30psi MF, 3sec DT, 6”
WD

Appendix 4.1 - Sponge-Jet® Preliminary TesƟng Images
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Image of Sponge-Jet® test site #4 - Blue Sponge Media™ 15psi BP, 30psi MF, 5 sec DT, 6” WD

Image of Sponge-Jet® test site #5 - Green Sponge Media™ 10psi BP, 30psi MF, 5sec DT, 6” WD and
test site #6 - Green Sponge Media™ 15psi BP, 30psi MF, 3sec DT, 6” WD

Appendix 4.1 - Sponge-Jet® Preliminary TesƟng Images
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Image of Sponge-Jet® test site #7 - SPOCC Sponge Media™ 15psi BP, 30psi MF, 3sec DT, 6” WD
and test site #8 - SPOCC Sponge Media™ 10psi BP, 30psi MF, 5sec DT, 6” WD

Image of Sponge-Jet® test site #8 - SPOCC Sponge Media™ 10psi BP, 30psi MF, 5 sec DT, 6” WD
and test site #9 - SPOCC Sponge Media™ 10psi BP, 30psi MF, 3 sec DT, 6” WD
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Appendix 5.1 - In Situ TacƟle EvaluaƟon CalculaƟons

Average CalculaƟon Formula: sum of observaƟons divided by size of sample

Standard DeviaƟon CalculaƟon Formula:

ConĮdence Limit CalculaƟon Formula:

Media
Type

Blue
Sponge Media™
15 psi BP,

Green Sponge

SPOCC Sponge

Media™

Media™

10 psi BP, 30 psi
Specs

Rank

MF, 60° angle

STDDEV:
True
value for 5
degrees at
90%CL
max
min
spread

10 psi BP, 30

30 psi MF, 60°
psi MF, 60° angle

angle
1
1
3
2
1
2
1.67
0.82

2
3
1
1
2
1
1.67
0.82

3
2
2
3
3
3
2.67
0.52

2.21

2.21

3.01

3.88
-0.54
4.42

3.88
-0.54
4.42

5.68
-0.34
6.02

where t = 1.48

Brownstone

Appendix 5.2 -

Time Elapsed
Cleaned Surface
Control Surface Water
(min.)
Water AbsorpƟon (mL)
AbsorpƟon (mL)
0
0.0
0.0
5
0.3
0.2
10
0.4
0.3
15
0.5
0.4
20
0.6
0.5
30
1.3
0.5
60
1.3
0.5

Time Elapsed
(min.)
Limestone
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Water AbsorpƟon Tables

0
5
10
15
20
30
60

Cleaned Surface
Water AbsorpƟon
(mL)
0.0
0.1
0.7
1.2
2.0
3.0
4.0

Control
Surface Water
AbsorpƟon (mL)
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.6
1.0
1.5
2.0
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Appendix 5.3 - Test Sandstone TacƟle EvaluaƟon CalculaƟons
Average CalculaƟon Formula: sum of observaƟons divided by size of sample

Standard DeviaƟon CalculaƟon Formula:

ConĮdence Limit CalculaƟon Formula:
Test Sandstone Data
Media Type

Specs

Rank

Blue Sponge
Media™

Green Sponge
Media™

SPOCC Sponge
Media™

Silver 320
Sponge
Media™

15 psi BP, 30 psi 10 psi BP, 30 psi 10 psi BP, 30 psi 10 psi BP, 30 psi
MF, 60° angle
MF, 60° angle
MF, 60° angle
MF, 60° angle

Silver 120
Sponge
Media™
20 psi BP, 30
psi MF, 60°
angle

3

1

2

4

5

1

3

2

4

5

1

3

2

4

5

4

1

3

2

5

2

3

1

4

5

1

2

4

3

5

1

2

4

3

5

1

3

2

4

5

1

3

2

4

5

1

3

2

4

5

2

1

3

4

5

2

3

1

4

5

3

1

5

2

4

1

3

2

4

5

1

2

4

3

5

3

2

1

4

5

1

3

2

4

5

2

3

1

4

5

3

1

2

4

5

3

2

1

4

5

3

2

1

4

5

1

2

4

3

5
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Appendix 5.3 - Test Sandstone TacƟle EvaluaƟon CalculaƟons

Test Sandstone Data (conƟnued)
Media Type

Specs

Blue Sponge
Media™

Green Sponge
Media™

SPOCC Sponge
Media™

Silver 320
Sponge
Media™

15 psi BP, 30 psi 10 psi BP, 30 psi 10 psi BP, 30 psi 10 psi BP, 30 psi
MF, 60° angle
MF, 60° angle
MF, 60° angle
MF, 60° angle

Silver 120
Sponge
Media™
20 psi BP, 30
psi MF, 60°
angle

1

3

4

5

2

1

3

4

5

3

1

4

2

5

2

1

5

3

4

3

1

2

4

5

3

1

2

4

5

2

1

3

4

5

1

3

2

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

AVERAGE:

1.94

1.97

2.52

3.65

4.94

STDDEV:

0.91

0.87

1.18

0.66

0.25

True value for
5 degrees at
90%CL

2.15

2.17

2.79

3.80

4.99

max

4.10

4.20

5.30

7.40

9.90

min

-0.30

-0.20

-0.30

-0.20

-0.10

spread

4.40

4.40

5.60

7.60

10.00

Rank

2

where t = 1.31

Index
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A

P

Arte Mundit® 3, 23, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 41, 85

pixel vi, 65
plaster 1, 2, 5, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27,
29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 37, 39, 40, 42, 71, 74

B
binder 20, 21
Blue Sponge Media v, 36, 40, 49, 51, 57, 89
brownstone v, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23,
32, 39, 41, 51, 53, 54, 57, 59, 71, 72, 77,
79, 81

R

C

Sanctuary v, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 30, 32,
33, 38, 40, 42, 45, 48, 50, 70, 71, 72, 73,
74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82
sandstone v, vi, 1, 2, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 32, 37,
45, 47, 48, 55, 56, 58, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,
67, 71, 72
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 67
SEM v, 3, 13, 19, 47, 48, 55, 67, 68, 69, 72, 73, 81
Silver 120 36, 37, 40, 42, 50, 56, 57, 60, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 87, 88, 94,
95
Silver 320 37, 42, 50, 56, 57, 60, 63, 64, 65, 67,
68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 87, 88, 94, 95
Silver Aero-AloxTM 320 Sponge Media 36
Soiling iv, 10, 12, 73
SPOCC 64
Sponge-Jet® 2, 3, 23, 35, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, 44,
49, 51, 56, 57, 67, 68, 69, 74, 86, 87, 88,
89, 90, 91

calcite 15, 16, 17, 21, 78
calcium carbonate 21
Chemical Sponges iv, v, vi, 3, 23, 27
Church of the Evangelist 1

D
Dry-Cleaning Sponge 24

E
evaluaƟon 23

F
Fleisher 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 32, 71, 76, 79,
80
FTIR 21, 22, 71

G
Graphic Sketch Club 1, 6, 7
Green Sponge Media 36, 40, 51, 57, 73

I
In Situ 48, 82, 92

L
limestone 10

M
micrograph 68, 69

O
organic 21

Roughness 3, 70, 75

S

T
TacƟle 44, 45, 50, 58, 92, 94, 95
Test-Sandstone 56

V
Visual EvaluaƟon 44, 48

W
Water PoulƟce iv, 3, 27, 84
White stone 15
Wishab Sponge 24

X
XRD 2, 13, 14, 15, 77, 78

